
Here I wish to introduce you to  a young artist from Chalon sur 
Saone.
Her name is Marion Phalip. This young artist's atypical curriculum 
begins studies in cinema and audiovisual. Then almost naturally 
took the path of art schools passing through the fine arts of 
Montpellier then that of Chalon sur Saone.
She has a particular interest in experimental cinema, a video as a 
medium cleans itself, new media and installations in a given space.

 I would like to present one of these products, "Untitled on 
Untitled" an interractive 
installation on an oil painting."Untitled on Untitled" is conceived 
as an expanded-cinema project, the installation, is composed of a 
painting made by a friend of the artist and a silent sound interac-
tive video mapping.
For the artist the pictorial artwork should hang conventionally 
in an exhibition room, at normal eye-level for the viewer and pref-
erably be a painting of normal dimensions, it could be something 
other than the one displayed.
Here she decided that  flies and a sound would interact with the 
canvas.
When noises are captured, the video canvas activates, and plays a 
dance of flies, the number of flies being related to the volume of 
the capture.
The bugs can appear and circulate all around the screened wall 
but disappear under the painting, except for the one  included in the 
video canvas, sharing a grid with the projector frame.

Marion Phalip tries here,to make the viewer take a position (a 
spatial one, at least), the video compositing is based on the ambi-
tion to attract the viewer essentially using space and a plastic 
relation between painting and video.
So it's a young artist at work - very interesting and who  I encour-
age you to discover as quickly as possible. She explores the fron-
tiers of new media and video with passion, that is why I am deeply 
convinced that she is an up and coming artist.
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